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Abstract. The rapid development of World Wide Web accelerates infor-
mation spreading in various ways. Thanks to the emergence of multiple
social platforms, some events which are not much attractive in the past
can become social hot spots nowadays. In this paper, we study the infor-
mation diffusion process of “IP MAN3 box office fraud”, which is widely
diffused in the largest Chinese microblogging system, namely Sina Weibo,
in March 2016. Based on the temporal metric we have proposed, we suc-
ceed in finding out the sources of the information, and constructing the
panorama of the diffusion process. In addition, a portion of nodes that
promote the diffusion are identified by using the node importance algo-
rithms. Finally, the users with abnormal behaviors in the process of event
development are identified.

Keywords: Critical nodes identification · Source tracing · Information
diffusion

1 Introductions

The rapid development of the Internet brought great convenience for our daily
life. The creation of social platforms makes people much closer to each other,
which shows a small-world effect [1]. In addition, the information spreading speed
are much faster than ever before, which makes the outbreak size of the informa-
tion even larger. Recently, much attention has been paid on information diffusion
via social networks. Most social networks studied have shown the property of
small-world and scale-free effect [2]. Researches on social networks includes infor-
mation spreading, user behavior analysis, as well as social recommendation [3].

In the past, most studies of the information spreading process are based on
the compartment models, which are originated from epidemic spreading models.
Usually, researchers use mean field approach to solve these models [4], thus
ignoring the network structure in the real world. In fact, the network structure
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can affect the diffusion of information, and in turn the diffusion of information
can also change the network structure. Therefore, nodes which play an important
role in the information spreading process has become a new hot topic recently.
At present, there are four main sorting methods for node importance [5]: (1)
ranking methods based on node neighbor information [6]; (2) path-based ranking
methods [7]; (3) eigenvector based sorting methods [8]; (4) ranking methods
based on node removal [9,10]. These methods depict the importance of nodes in
the process of information diffusion from different perspectives.

However, we not only need to find the important nodes in the social network,
but also need to track the information sources. In this paper, we study the
diffusion process of “IP MAN3 box office fraud” on Sina microblogging system.
We first crawl the data from the platform and use the complex network theory
to further identify the important nodes and information sources in the diffusion
process [3,11–14]. Section 2 gives some background and data collection process;
In Sect. 3, we give the main methods used in the work. In Sect. 4, the main results
are shown. We conclude our work and give some future direction of this work in
Sect. 5.

2 Data Collection and Analysis

2.1 Background

The film “IP MAN3” was released on March 4th, 2016 in China, but soon the
news about its box office fraud was exposed by mainstream media. Three days
later, on March 7th, SARFT interviewed with the chief person responsible for the
movie and confirmed the truth of fake box office, which means 32 million RMB
is faked at the box office. As punishment, the film distributor was forbidden
to distribute new movies in next month, resulting in huge economic losses. The
main purpose of this paper is to examine the corresponding information diffusion
process, and find out the sources and promoters of the very event.

2.2 Data Collection

There are 212 million monthly active users on the Sina microblogging platform,
which brings a large number of blogging behaviors, including posting, forward-
ing, comments and likes of microblogs, which could easily be built as a complex
information flow network. In order to reflect the diffusion process of the partic-
ular event “IP MAN 3” in the network, we firstly extracted all the keywords
associated with the event and then collected the information of microblogs con-
taining relevant keywords with the web crawler technology [15–17].

2.3 Data Processing

We construct the information diffusion network based on the collected sdata of
posting and forwarding behaviors. The steps are as follows:
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1. Forwarding path extraction: Take out each instance of microblog forwarding
behavior in the local database and analyse the data by the regular expression
“//@nickname:” to extract the previous forwarding user of the microblog,
then preserve the data of “repost user id, from user id, repost time” in the
local database;

2. Forwarding network construction: Use each forwarding path from the local
database to construct the directed network, in which each directed edge has
a time attribute.

3. Network undirected: The constructed directed network is transformed into an
undirected network without regard to multiple edge.

3 Identification of Information Sources and Internet
Promoter

3.1 Identification of Information Sources

Current methods of information sources identification are mostly based on text
similarity without considering the timeliness. The calculation process is of low
computational efficiency and requires many iterations, resulting in lack of capac-
ity in processing hot events of large-scale diffusion. This paper presents an
improved tracing method based on the temporal information of text.

We sort all microblogs according to their posting time and measure the pos-
sible source sequentially, which simplifies the calculation. Suppose the result of
sorting is {d1, d2, d3, . . .di, . . .dj , dn}, where j > i means that the posting time of
dj is later than di. Then we have H(dj) = 1/j, which means that the earlier the
posting time, the greater the value of H. However, we cannot determine whether
the mircroblog is the information source just by H. For example, some blogs may
contain related keywords but the actual content is not related. Another example
is that some microblogs have been posted very early, but has not been forwarded.
In this paper, we set a time threshold to identify the information sources [18,19].

3.2 Node Importance Identification Metrics

In social network, there are two ways of formation of hot events: content-driven
and form-driven. Content-driven makes an event to be popular by making the
topic attractive to people. Form-driven is the employment of a large number
of spammers who post a large number of related articles or posts. In order to
find out those Internet marketers, we can consider them as influential nodes in
the network, and then use the complex network theory to find them. Important
nodes in complex network are that can have stronger influence on the network
structure and function compared to the ordinary nodes, e.g., gross-roots.
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3.2.1 Identification of Important Nodes
In the social network analysis, the importance of nodes is also called “centrality”.
We use three kinds of node importance indices that are defined as follows:

1. Degree centrality: the degree is defined as the number of neighbors of the
node. In this method, larger degree implies the node is more important [20].

2. Eigenvector centrality: the centrality of eigenvectors indicates that the impor-
tance of a node depends on both the number of its neighbors (i.e., the degree
of the node) and the importance of each neighboring node. Let xi be the eigen-
vector centrality of node Vi, the importance of all nodes can be expressed as
a vector X = [x1, x2, x3, . . ., xn]T . Giving initial value X(0) for X, the iter-
ative algorithm is X(t) = cAX(t − 1), where A is the adjacency matrix of
the network. In general, the parameter c is taken as the largest eigenvalue of
A, which can speed up the convergence rate [8]. The eigenvector centrality
considers more about the topologic structure. From the perspective of diffu-
sion process, the eigenvector centrality is suitable to describe the long-term
influence. Such as in the spread of diseases and rumors, the larger eigenvector
a node, the greater probability the node close to the source.

3. K-shell centrality: recent studies have shown that nodes’ location in the net-
work is also a crucial factor in characterizing node importance. Nodes which
are in the core of the network usually have higher influence, even with small
degree. Kitsak et al. [21] applied k-shell decomposition in determining the
location of the nodes in the network. The specific decomposition process is
as follows: we first remove the nodes with degree 1 until there is no nodes
with degree 1 in the network, and these removed nodes are defined as 1-shell.
Then we remove the nodes with degree 2 until all nodes with this degree are
removed, this is 2-shell of the network. We repeat this process as all the nodes
in the network are given a shell number [22].

For each of the aforementioned method, we can get a score vector for all the
nodes in the network. We then rank the scores in a descending order and the
nodes which are located in the top L position of those three vectors are the most
important nodes in the network.

3.2.2 Key Neighborhood Identification
Normally, nodes influence can be affected by their neighbors in the process of
diffusion [23,24]. Therefore, it is of great importance to find the neighbors which
are with large amount of forwarding. The detailed algorithm is as follows:

(1) Mining the information source nodes IS with degree larger than 1;
(2) Mining the first order neighbors of IS, which are with degree larger than k,

where k is a constant;
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(3) Mining the second-order important neighbor of IS, which are with degree
larger than k;

(4) Mining the third-order important neighbor of IS, which are with degree
larger than k;

By artificial validation, we found that 1st-, 2nd-, and 3rd-order important
neighbors of IS we have identified here play an important role in the information
spreading process. In addition, most of them posted a large number of blogs
about “IP Man 3 box office fraud”. Therefore, we define the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd
order neighbors of the source nodes with forwarding amount greater than k (here
we set k = 10) are the abnormal users.

4 Results and Analysis

4.1 Information Source Identification

We analyze the data collected in Sect. 3.1 and find that the keyword of “IP
MAN 3 Fraud” firstly appeared in the Sina microblogging platform on March
4th. Then the outbreak of this event is on March 7th with an amount of more
than 600 forwarding (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. The trend of microblogging in “IP MAN 3”.

According to the method introduced in Sect. 3.1, we identify the source of
information about “IP MAN 3 box office fraud” on the microblog platform.
We consider the time that those users that have posted the fake news about
the movie as movie releasing time. Taking the user with ID 806147150 as an
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example, the spreading paths of his blog information is shown in Fig. 2. The size
of the nodes shows the forwarding amount of the nodes. It is observed that s/he
blog not only contains a large amount of forwarding, but also with long depth
of information spreading.

4.2 Information Propagation Path

The company, Kuailu Group, who have invested “IP MAN 3”, have suffered
a lot of exposure after the spread of “box office fraud”. We study users who
posted blogs containing all the related keywords of “IP MAN 3”, and make a
whole network of how the information is diffused in Sina mircroblogging system
in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. Constructed forwarding network of an ordinary user #806147150.

The Yellow nodes in the picture are the identified important nodes which have
promoted the propagation process. Nodes with larger size indicates larger num-
ber of forwarding. At the same time, we also find that some common accounts
are showing abnormal behavior, such as releasing a large number of related posts
in a short period of time. These abnormal accounts information can be seen in
the Appendix.
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Fig. 3. Information diffusion panorama of “IP MAN 3 fraud” path.

5 Conclusions

This paper studies spreading process of “IP MAN 3 box office fraud” based on
one-week data collected from Sina microblog platform from March 4th to 12th,
2016. We obtain the original data through the crawling technology, and construct
the information diffusion network. Then, according to node importance theory in
complex network, the important nodes in the propagation process are identified.
The main contributions of this work are as follows: (1) we found out information
sources as well as nodes with large amount of forwarding in the network; (2)
users with abnormal behavior in this event are also identified. (3) we construct
the information diffusion map of this event. This paper improves the algorithms
of finding the source of information and promotes the computational efficiency,
then identifies the network promoter by using the methods of node importance.
The future work should pay more attention on exploring how to improve the
accuracy of finding information sources and abnormal behavioring users with
high computation efficiency.
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Appendix

Abnormal users information

Anonymous ID Anonymous name Type

97394430 Media 5 Official medias

699174196 Media 10

731638928 Media 11

853079662 Media 12

708870469 Media 13

617383185 Media 14

612128353 Media 4

119305779 Media 15

206755762 Enterprise user 1 Enterprise users

197819660 Enterprise user 2

124872340 Enterprise user 3

144799753 Enterprise user 4

210073340 Enterprise user 5

735707880 Enterprise user 6

657976480 Enterprise user 7

666111015 Enterprise user 8

200485887 Enterprise user 9

194044453 Enterprise user10

207588018 Enterprise user11

203921855 Enterprise user12

784250235 Enterprise user13

209345803 Enterprise user14

654156459 We Media2 We media

609509321 We Media 4

786955035 Columnist2 Columnist

512500175 Columnist3

505128349 Ordinary user 17 Ordinary user

205250357 Ordinary user 18

213261996 Ordinary user 19

665988504 Ordinary user 20

441603440 Ordinary user 21

657288882 Ordinary user 22

202591342 Ordinary user 23

803846391 Ordinary user 24

611645649 Ordinary user 25

110999748 Ordinary user 26

772151948 Ordinary user 27

816024305 Ordinary user 28

202048903 Ordinary user 29

806147150 Ordinary user 8

701165025 Ordinary user 30

707565922 Ordinary user 14

116682933 Ordinary user 31
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